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Comment on “Dense coding in entangled states”
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In a recent Brief Report, Lee et al. [L. Lee, D. Ahn, and S.W. Hwang, Phys. Rev. A 66, 024304
(2002)] have claimed that using pairwise entangled qubits gives rise to an exponentially more efficient
dense coding when two parties are involved than using maximally entangled qubits shared among
N parties. Here, we show that their claim is not true.
PACS numbers: 03.67.Hk, 03.65.Ud
Dense coding protocol as suggested by Bennett and Wiesner [1] is to send two bits of classical information by sending
just one qubit from the sender to the receiver which have a shared entanglement. So, comparing with classical world
where there is no entanglement, one gets a more dense way of information transfer by using quantum channels.
Recently, Lee et al. [2] have considered two different multiqubit schemes for dense coding and compared their
efficiency. In the pairwise scheme, Alice and Bob share N separated maximally entangled pairs, so this scheme is
equivalent to N separate dense coding schemes. In their the maximally entangled scheme, Alice has N qubits and Bob
possesses one, which are prepared in a N + 1 maximally entangled qubits. The number of different unitary operators
which can be constructed in the first scheme is 4N corresponding to the number of different messages which can be
sent. Since if we have M different messages we can codify them in log2M bits of information, then log24
N = 2N bits
of information can be transferred by the pairwise scheme form Alice to Bob, by sending N particles. Their essential
mistake is just here by which they have concluded that number of bits is 2N , which is incorrect. Therefore the rates of
information gain (bits per unit time) that they have deduced in their Eqs. (6) and (7) for the pairwise and maximally
entangled schemes must change into
rp =
2N
N(th + tc)
rm =
N + 1
th +Ntc
(1)
where tc and th are operation times for CNOT and Hadamard gates, respectively. If tc and th are assumed equal it
is seen that, rp = rm =
1
tc
, and there is no exponential efficiency in the pairwise scheme. Therefore considering N
different Alices or combining them as a sole Alice (which changes the number the parties involved but not the number
of sent particles) cannot lead into a more efficient protocol as they have claimed. This is in accordance with the result
of Bose et al. [3]. As well, a more efficient (logarithmically) has been proposed recently in [4].
Also, it should be noted that a more reasonable measure of efficiency of the scheme can be the number of bits
transferred in the protocol per needed time per sent particles. By considering this we have
rp =
2
N(th + tc)
rm =
N + 1
N(th +Ntc)
. (2)
Now these quantities give more better sense of efficiency of the protocols, though, the number of the sent particles
are the same here. This concept of efficiency also applies to the scheme of Bose et al [3].
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